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Abstract—The size and complexity of the software are dramatically increasing everyday, which in turn makes software testing a tedious and costly task. So as to reduce the high cost of manual software testing and to improve the quality of testing process require its automation. With automation large scale testing can become practical and scalable. Automatic Test Data Generation is currently serving as an important research field. As the software is constrained by its size and complexity, metaheuristic search techniques provide solution to this problem. This paper provides a brief overview about automatic test data generation and meta-heuristic search techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software testing is considered to be an expensive & time-consuming component which accounts almost 50% of software system development resources [1] [2] [3]. Software testing is performed with the intent of finding as many faults as possible, while executing a program. It is a kind of review that’s conducted to provide customers with the information regarding quality of product or service which is being tested. The most labor intensive part of the software testing procedure is the generation of test data, to satisfy the testing requirements. Automating the testing process is a crucial concern since it will provide more systematic approach to testing [4], thereby reducing the analysis cost as well.

A number of automatic test data generation technique have been developed so far [2]. Pargas [5] classified these techniques as random test data generator, path-oriented test data generator intelligent test data generator and goal-oriented test data generator. Input data is being generated by the test data generator for the target program in a way that these input data satisfy a particular testing objective. Further meta-heuristic search techniques for automatic test data generation are serving as an important research area for researchers. Applying meta-heuristic search techniques for automatic generation of test data solves many problems regarding automation of test generation. The size and complexity of software served as major constrain in this area. So meta-heuristic search techniques, which are applied to structural and functional testing utilize heuristics to get solutions for combinatorial problems. Such problems can be classified as NP-complete or NP-hard. For generating the test data, the transformation of test criteria to objective function is required. Search-Based Software Test Data Generation is just a small part of Search-Based Software Engineering [6] [7].

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses about automatic test data generation. Section 3 briefs about important meta-heuristic search techniques. Section 4 describes various coverage criterions. Section 5 presents the conclusion of the paper.

II. AUTOMATIC TEST DATA GENERATION

Before going to automatic test data generation, let us discuss about test data generator systems [15]. This consists of three parts – a path selector, program analyzer and test data generator.

A. Test Data Generator

In this system, program analyzer provides all kind of information pertaining to program, control flow path, data dependence graph etc. Whereas the path selector identifies paths for which input values will be derived by the test data generator. Finding input values which will traverse paths provided by selector, is our major goal. This is accomplished in two steps:

- Find the path predicate for the path.
- Path predicate is solved in terms of input variable.

Output of this will result in a system of \( \ell(n) \) equalities describing the formation of input data which traverses the path. On such systems various search methods can be applied for the solution [8] [9] [10]. Basically three approaches are followed for construction of test data generator: randomly generated test data, generate test data for specific path or for unspecific path. All these approaches lie under random, goal oriented and path oriented test data generation.
B. Random Test Data Generation

Random testing is simplest of all, as it could be used by any type of program to generate input values. Since data types such as string, integer or heaps is just a stream of bits. We can randomly generate bit of streams for a function that takes string as argument.

Limitations: Random test data generation is not a a good performer when it comes to coverage. As it hardly relies on probability, it has less chance to identify semantically small-faults [11], thus it is providing high coverage. As it creates large amount of test data without any information about testing objective, generator often failed to identify data which satisfies the objective stated by the testing process.

C. Goal Oriented Test Data Generation

Goal oriented approach [13] provides better results than random generation in terms of providing assistance towards a definite set of paths. The generator generates the input that will traverse the given unspecified path, which enables the generator to find input for any path. This reduces the chances of encountering comparatively infeasible paths. Two methods using this technique are as followed:

1) Chaining Approach: It uses data dependence for finding solutions to branch predicates. In this approach chain of nodes are identified that crucial for the execution of goal nodes.

2) Assertion Oriented Approach: Here certain conditions called assertions when executed are supposed to be held, or else there is an error either in program or in the assertion. These assertions are inserted in to the code either manually or automatically.

D. Path Oriented Test Data Generation

Path oriented generation is similar to goal oriented test data generation, apart from the use of specific path. In this generator is not provided an option of selecting among a set of paths, rather just single path.

III. META-HEURISTIC SEARCH TECHNIQUES

Following three important Meta-heuristic Search-Based Techniques are described below:

A. Hill Climbing

Hill climbing is a local search [12] that proceeds from randomly chosen starting point from search space. This point is considered as an initial solution which goes on improving through hill climbing algo. Neighborhood of initial point is investigated and a move is made to replace the current solution if better solution is found in terms of fitness improvement. This process is continued until, no improved neighbors (solutions) are found for present solution. There are two options: in next ascent hill climbing, the investigation is made to find the first neighbor that provides an improved fitness. In steepest ascent hill climbing, the complete neighborhood set is evaluated to find the solution with maximum increase in fitness. In case no fitter neighbor is explored, than the search terminates and a locally optimal solution is found.

Metaphorically speaking, this progressive improvement is exactly like climbing of hill in the search landscape. Now the problem with this approach is that the hill sited by the algorithm may provide locally optimal solutions, and may be worse than globally optimal in the search space. An extension to hill climbing algorithm is achieved by integrating sequences of “restarts” involving diverse initial solutions, to test more of the search space and reduce this problem. Hill climbing is a simple approach which is effective and easy to implement.

B. Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing is a kind of variation of hill climbing which allows probabilistic acceptance of less fit individuals. This approach permits for less restricted movements around the search space. Simulated annealing is replication of metallurgical annealing, in which heated material allowed to cool slowly there by making it stronger. Temperature fall reduces the freedom of movement among atoms. But in earlier stages when metal was hot, atoms explode different energy states. As the search progresses, probability of acceptance of less fit solution changes. This probability is a drop in fitness function and a temperature parameter simulates the metal temperature in metallurgical annealing. The probability of taking an unfavorable move is condensed by the effect of cooling on “the simulation of annealing”.

C. Genetic Algorithm

Basic concept of GAs was first described by Holland [14]. GAs has been applied to a variety of problems involving search of optimization. GAs revolves around the principle of “survival of the fittest” hence, drawing inspiration from the natural search and selection processes. The basic idea of algorithm begins with the initialization of random population of individuals. In this, each individual presents a potential candidate solution of a given problem. Each individual in the environment uses fitness function to evaluate its adequacy and quality. After this, the selection of the solutions in the current population occurs, these selected solution are going to serve as parents in the next generation. This selection requires evaluation of solution for their fitness as parents. This means the solution with high fitness values are likely to be selected. Now these selected individuals are combined through crossover operation, which results in a new generation of population. The process crossover takes two individuals that swap chunks of data at randomly selected position. Mutation process is applied, to introduce slight changes into a small fraction of population. This process is continued until the population evolves to form a solution to the problem, or until the maximum number of iterations occurred.
Automatic test data generation is a technique that automatically generates test data for the software under test. By this technique, test data is required to evaluate all the combinations of conditions for each decision.

McDonald’s Decision Coverage

Statement in the code is executed at least once, and every condition provided in each decision has taken all possible outcomes at least once.

Decision Coverage is also known as branch coverage, as it sees the execution of all possible outcomes of decision independently.

Automatic test data generation is a technique that automatically generates test data for the software under test. By this technique, test data is required to evaluate all the combinations of conditions for each decision.

Decision Coverage

Statement in the code is executed at least once, and every condition provided in each decision has taken all possible outcomes at least once.

Multiple Condition Coverage

In this the test data is required to evaluate all the combinations of conditions for each decision.

Modified Condition Decision Coverage

Following points are considered in MCDC:

- It should not affect outcome of decision independently.
- All possible outcomes should be passed at least once.

V. CONCLUSION

Automatic test data generation is a technique that automatically generates test data for the software under test. By this technique, test data becomes more efficient and cost-effective. Software test data generation is very important for software testing as test data serve as one of the key factors for shaping the quality of any software testing process during its execution. Whereas Meta-heuristic Search Techniques provide high-level frameworks which incorporate heuristics to find solutions to combinatorial problems. As test data generation is an undecidable problem, applying meta-heuristic search techniques to test data generation provides promising solutions.
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